DCS, founded in December 1986, is a member of Premier Technology Public Company Limited (PT) under Premier Group of Companies. DCS has continuously equipped itself with leading IT solutions and services with the strong intention to position itself as a Total Enterprise Solution and Service Provider. DCS serves over 1,000 customers in various industries with a broad spectrum of solutions and after-sales service. Our achievements and recognition as a business partner of the world’s leading IT vendors are clearly demonstrated by a large number of awards.

**IT Products:**

DCS delivers the best IT products together with impressive service to our clients. All products we represent are serviced by our well-trained professionals. That’s why DCS is recognized as a leading IT Product and Service Provider in Thailand.

**Multimedia Products:**

Get the best digital display with our high-quality multimedia products in various popular brands. DCS professional team always offers the best solution with products and services.

**Human Capital Management Solution**

A new channel to provide HR & Payroll system linking with the leading banks and the ease of use and acces will help each customer run business more effectively.

**Tools & Utilities**

Tools and utility software from DCS covers various system software that help analyze, configure, optimize and maintain the system infrastructure properly.

**Operating Systems**

DCS provides the world's famous operating systems for enterprises to use upon IT preference.

**Database**

DCS has professional teams certified by the world's best database vendors to support the enterprise.
SERVICE IS OUR BUSINESS
by DCS People

Over 25 years in IT business, DCS has been recognized by partners and customers for its strong after-sales service to all product ranges it represented. Today, DCS expands itself into a service company providing wide ranges of services to fully meet enterprise business requirements which cover data center and hosting services, disaster recovery and business continuity management, IT managed services or outsourcing services, maintenance services, software as a service, digital content management services, and also other professional services. DCS is endorsed by world-class standards, ISO 20000 (IT Service Management) and ISO 27001 (Information Security Management), which ensure that DCS is one of qualified IT service providers in Thailand.

**IT Outsourcing Services**
- IT Managed Service
- Data Center Facility
- Service Desk Support
- Additional Services

**Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity**
- Data Center Facilities
- Office Continuity

**Professional Services**
- Application Development
- Application/Technical Support
- Consulting
- Database Administration
- Implementation
- Network Advance Services
- Training

**Software-as-a Service**
- D-Work: Human Capital Management
- D-CRM: Customer Relationship Management
- D-Archive: Document Archiving
- IT Service Management

**Maintenance Services**
- Hardware Maintenance
- Software Maintenance
- Preventive Maintenance

**Multimedia Products Service Center**
- Maintenance
- Spare Parts

**Digital Content Innovation**
- Live Broadcast Streaming
- Content Delivery Network
- Internet TV Station
- Communication Channel
- Infotainment Channel

**Equipment Rental Services**
- IT Products
- Multimedia Products

**Data Center Facilities**

**Office Continuity**

**Additional Services**

**Multimedia Products**

**Service Center**

**Maintenance**

**Spare Parts**

**Hardware**

**Software**

**Services**
DCS provides a wide range of world-class servers from both IBM and HP to best fit customers’ preferences with full recognized professional support by DCS quality people.

**IBM Server**
- **IBM System i**: An integrated operating environment with a more than 20-year reputation for exceptional security and business resilience
- **IBM System p**: A true leap forward to more intelligent UNIX® servers that minimize complexity, automate processes, and reduce energy consumption, downtime and other operational costs
- **IBM System x**: Helping your company cost-effectively expand its cloud computing environment and virtualization capabilities
- **IBM Blade Servers**: Allowing you to run diverse workloads within one Blade architecture

**HP Server**
- **HP Unix Server**: Delivering a mission-critical Converged Infrastructure, providing a flexible foundation for the IT environment of tomorrow
- **HP Intel Server**: Taking the industry-leading ProLiant scale-up x86 server portfolio to new heights with support for the Intel® Xeon® Processor
- **HP Blade Server**: Smarter in how to manage infrastructure in data center

**STORAGE**

High performance storage from DCS delivers to all sizes of organization. DCS is selected by IBM, HP, and Cisco to be their partners providing the best products and services to suite customer business environment.

**IBM Storage**
- **IBM Storage**: Addressing your growing emphasis on energy efficiencies and ensures performance to meet your business demands
- **IBM SAN Switch**: Providing integrated SMB and enterprise SAN solutions with multi-protocol local, campus, metropolitan and global storage networking
- **IBM Tape Device**: Designed to help meet the customer needs of data backup, archive and management. Each tape product is designed to offer reliability, performance and flexibility for today and the future

**HP Storage**
- **HP Storage**: Enabling virtual pools of capacity that are built on a foundation of platform modularity, capacity optimization, and application integration
- **HP SAN Switch**: Meeting a range of storage networking needs from small and midsized businesses to the largest corporate enterprises
- **HP Tape Device**: Delivering from entry to enterprise class tape library to help customers meet the challenges of enterprise data protection and archive

**Cisco SAN Switch**
- **Multiprotocol Storage Networking**: Achieving lower total cost of ownership (TCO) and greater agility by integrating disparate protocols such as FC, FICON, FCoE, iSCSI, and FCIP
- **Unified OS and Management Tools**: Reducing operating expenses and providing operational simplicity, seamless interoperability, and consistent features
- **Enterprise-class Storage Connectivity**: Supporting significantly higher virtualized workloads to increase availability, scalability, and performance
- **Services-oriented SANs**: Extending any network service to any device, regardless of protocol, speed, vendor, or location

**ACCESSORIES**

To fulfill customers’ requirement of server and storage, DCS also provide a variety of accessories for choices

- **IBM Tape System**: Tape storage, backup, and information management systems
- **HP Tape**: Streamlining the data protection process for businesses of all sizes
- **Imation Tape**: the most demanding from data centers and networked businesses
- **Printers from IBM and HP**
The Cisco Unified Wireless Network helps enable the Borderless Mobility Experience with a broad portfolio of products that provide anywhere, anytime access to information with the same quality of experience provided by a wired network.

Featuring a comprehensive portfolio, Cisco routers can help you build a resilient foundation for business success by creating a more intelligent, responsive, and integrated network based on adaptive and agile technologies. Cisco routers use an integrated systems approach to reduce operating costs and complexity and deliver exceptional performance and investment protection.

To meet current and future network needs, Cisco designs switches for a wide range of solutions, including Cisco Borderless Networks, data center virtualization, and small business.

Best-in-class innovations across firewall, intrusion prevention, web and email security, remote workforce security, and network access control, coupled with advanced policy management, comprise the Cisco Secure Borderless Network. Cisco network security capabilities support any environment with on-premises, integrated, and software-as-a-service designs.

Make the most of video system investments and gain new security capabilities with Cisco Physical Security solutions. Scalable Web-based software and broadcast-quality hardware integrate with existing analog and network-centric systems to facilitate faster incident response and resolution.

The Cisco Physical Access Gateway is the primary means for the Cisco Physical Access Control solution to connect door hardware, such as locks and readers, to your IP network. One gateway can control up to two doors.

Cisco optical technology accelerates service delivery through remote provisioning across Ethernet-enabled dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) networks.

Optimize the operation and management of sophisticated and advanced networks with Cisco Network Management products. Whether you are a small business, large enterprise, or service provider, Cisco can provide the tools and resources to help you achieve the level of network manageability needed to keep your network running efficiently and effectively.

Provide additional interface and module to fulfil existing and new Cisco Equipment. Deploy advanced network capabilities to help your business deliver new services, boost productivity, and lower your ownership costs.

Transform the way your business and its people learn, grow, communicate, and collaborate with this comprehensive offering. Offer VoD, network personal video recorder (PVR), time-shift TV, and other services. Establish a platform to flexibly deliver new services from a variety of sources.

Cisco Unified Communications Solutions unify voice, video, data, and mobile applications on fixed and mobile networks, delivering a media-rich collaboration experience across business, government agency, and institutional workspaces.
## HARDWARE

### DATA CENTER NETWORKING INFRASTRUCTURE

**Application Networking**

Provide users with more responsive and better performing applications and services, both in the data center and branch office, with Cisco Application Networking Services (ANS).

**Data Center Switches**

The Cisco Nexus family of data center switches is designed to meet the stringent requirements of the next-generation data center, not simply bigger or faster.

**UPS**

- **APC InfraStruxure™** is the scalable and adaptable data center IT room architecture that dramatically reduces time and complexity from concept and design through installation. Power, cooling, racks, security and management components are conceived and tested as part of an integrated system – as evidenced by the aesthetics, functionality and ease of management software integration. Taking a broad system view enables full realization of the benefits of going fast, going dense and going green while ensuring your critical availability targets are met. An open system, InfraStruxure™, is the proven ‘on-demand' architecture for small and large data centre IT rooms, delivering high availability and real energy savings whether deployed on its own, in a zone, or in incremental steps.

## SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE

### Bandwidth Management

- **Allot**: The leading bandwidth management solutions which allow mobile and fixed operators to rapidly and efficiently deploy value added broadband services.
- **BlueCoat PacketShaper**: With unique integration of application and web content intelligence, it gives you the x-ray vision needed to monitor today’s network traffic, and enforces your rules with priority, partition and rate control technologies.

### Content Gateway Security

DCS provides security for gateway to protect threats from email as spam mail, virus and web as URL filtering, caching, malware

- **Cisco IronPort**
- **BlueCoat ProxySG**: Providing complete control over all your web traffic with robust features that include user authentication, web filtering, data loss prevention, inspection and validation of SSL-encrypted traffic, content caching, bandwidth management, stream-splitting and more
- **Websense® TRITON™**: Building a solution that fits your particular needs for email, web, and data protection

### Firewall

A device or set of devices is designed to permit or deny network transmission based upon a set of rules and is frequently used to protect network from unauthorized access while permitting legitimate communications to pass. For next firewall technology, there are “Next-Generation firewall, integrated firewall, intrusion prevention, application identification & control, and user & group policies.

- **CheckPoint Firewall-1**
- **Juniper**
- **StoneGate**: Preventing attacks, and securing your data communications

### Intrusion Prevention System

IPS are network security appliances that monitor network and/or system activities for malicious activity. The main function of intrusion prevention systems are to identify malicious activity, log information about said activity, attempt to block/stoop activity and report activity.

- **McAfee Network Security Platform**: Providing category-best security effectiveness, scalable multigigabit performance, and next-generation network IPS controls that take the guesswork out of network security management
- **HP TippingPoint**: A complete set of security solutions that address today’s sophisticated security threats at the perimeter and interior of your business
**SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE**

**IP Address Management**

- **InfoBlox** automates the DHCP administration process for you completely, including on-going oversight that delivers resilient and highly available DHCP infrastructure. It monitors the DHCP address pool usage constantly for overuse, and takes corrective action if the pool utilization becomes too high. It ensures that new devices can receive IP address at all and makes reports readily available for troubleshooting as needed, including logs detailing to show which devices has specific IP addresses at any given date and time.

**Load Balance Server / Link / Site**

Load Balance Solution ensures high availability for your applications, servers, links and sites by monitoring the health and performance of individual servers in case load balance server and individual link in case load balance links.

- **F5 BIG-IP Local Traffic Manager (LTM)**: Getting a full set of unified application infrastructure services that give you total control, vision, and flexibility
- **BIG-IP Global Traffic Manager (GTM)**: Automatically directing users to the closest or best-performing data center based on business policy, geolocation, and volume spikes (both legitimate and attacks)

**Network Admission Control**

NAC is a solution to define and implement a policy by controlling access to a network with policies, including pre-admission endpoint security policy checks and post-admission controls over where users and devices can go on a network and what they can do.

- **InfoExpress**: Dynamic NAC - Network Access Control without network changes which is the number 1 rated NAC solution providing the easiest installation and deployment
- **Symantec Network Access Control**: Network security software solutions providing comprehensive endpoint enforcement

**Password & Authentication**

Provide best management of privileged accounts, application passwords, session management, remote sessions & command line and also manage ‘Root’, 'Administrator', 'SA' & other privileged password. Single Sign On (SSO) Solution strengthens user authentication, streamlines application access, simplifies compliance report across multiple computing environment and aligns security with user workflows to realize substantial productive gains and lower IT cost. Two-factor authentication is based on something you know (a password or PIN) and something you have (an authentication) providing a much more reliable level of user authentication than reusable password.

- **e-DMZ**: Password Manager
- **Imprivata**: Integrating strong authentication and single sign-on to provide a single point of access management, password policy and compliance reporting for physical and virtual desktops and applications for any user, anywhere
- **RSA Authentication**: Preventing unauthorized users from accessing company, proprietary, and/or sensitive information

**Secure Remote Access**

SSL/VPN is overtaking IPSec as the standard for secure remote access to corporate applications. This shift in standards combined with the increasing use for mobile devices to access corporate application resources in putting more emphasis on the need for secure remote access control policies. SSL/VPN can help ensure that client user logon and access privileges are defined and controlled by corporate access policies.

- **F5 Firepass**: Delivering flexible and secure access for remote users
- **Juniper SA**: Ensuring to have secure anywhere, anytime access to corporate resources and application
**SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE**

**Security Information & Event Management**

SIEM enables security professionals to collect and analyze log and event data to identify high-priority security incidents as they occur.

- **ArcSight**: Protecting from external threats such as bots and worms, and internal risks such as fraud and theft
- **RSA SIEM**: Enabling security professionals to collect and analyze log and event data to identify high-priority security incidents as they occur
- **Symantec SSIM**: Enabling a documented, repeatable process for security threat response and IT policy compliance via integrated log management and incident response solutions

**Vulnerability Management**

Vulnerability Management (VM) provides fast, precise, and complete insights into vulnerabilities on all of your networked assets and web application.

- **McAfee Vulnerability Manager**

**WAN Optimization**

WAN Optimization can change the way your business works by improving and accelerating application performance across the WAN. Using WAN optimization.

- **BlueCoat MACH5**: Leveraging specialized optimization features for data, video, cloud and web applications — even in IPv4, IPv6 or mixed environments
- **RiverBed**: Running faster and more efficiently, delivering consistent service levels and cutting the costs of their IT infrastructure

**Web Application & Database Firewall**

Web Application Firewall (WAF) protects applications from current and future security threats by combining multiple security engines into a cohesive Web defence.

- **Imperva Web Application Firewall**
- **F5 BIG-IP ASM**: Ensuring application availability by delivering comprehensive, flexible protection from attacks for web applications deployed in physical, virtual, or private cloud environments

**APPLICATION INTEGRATION**

- **EWI by TechBerry**: DCS selects EWI (Enterprise Wide Integration), the powerful application integration of TechBerry to fulfill our application development services. EWI is a complete set of application transformation solutions that enable enterprises to extend legacy applications to new users and to service oriented architecture
## MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTS

Get the best digital display with our high-quality multimedia products in various popular brands. DCS professional team always offers the best solution with products and services.

### Projectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LCD Projector</th>
<th>DLP Projector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic</td>
<td>Panasonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Plasma Display / LCD TV & Monitor

- Panasonic
- LG
- Samsung
- Sharp

### Visualizer

- Real-time enlarge object’s detail on a big presentation screen to better engage the audience with quality image from selected visualizers from DCS.
  - **AVERVision Portable Visualizer**: A well-designed digital presentation tool that is easy-to-use and provides superior image quality
  - **Samsung Visualizer**: A revolutionary sleek design interactive presenter with smart features that will take presentation to the next level
  - **Razr Visualizer**: A variety of projection screen for convenience and variety purposes of using

### Projection Screen

- Clearly display all projected presentation on high quality projection screens recommended by DCS professionals
  - **GrandView Projection Screen**: The World’s leading manufacturer of high-quality screen
  - **Razr**: A variety of projection screen for convenience and variety purposes of using
  - **Dalite**: Over 100 years in designing, manufacturing, and marketing the the most comprehensive line of projection screens in the world

### CCTV & IP Camera

With high quality of the CCTV and IP Camera as choices for the enterprise requirement and environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CCTV</th>
<th>IP Camera</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canon</td>
<td>Canon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic</td>
<td>LG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aver Media</td>
<td>Panasonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Samsung</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Interactive Display

- Interactive display provides smart and effective presentation at hi-speed control.
  - **Panasonic Interactive Plasma display**: delivering innovative presentation with high-speed drawing/simultaneous multiple drawing
  - **Interactive Razr iBoard**: providing large interactive board with friendly software including tools and features to maximize interaction opportunities

### Training Response System

- **KV Training Response System (TRS)**: A good combination of hardware and software designed to add interactivity to meetings, classrooms or other group interactions. TRS is to help increase learning, retain knowledge, build consensus and make decisions.
HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

D-Work is a human capital management solution. DCS provides D-Work with our in-depth knowledge and experience in world class HR application for years. The solution is available in both SaaS model and on promise model.

TOOLS, UTILITIES

Tools and utility software of DCS covers various system software that help analyze, configure, optimize and maintain the system infrastructure properly.

APPLICATION AND DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

**Application Integration**
- **EWI by TechBerry**: DCS selects EWI (Enterprise Wide Integration), the powerful application integration of TechBerry to fulfill our application development services. EWI is a complete set of application transformation solutions that enable enterprises to extend legacy applications to new users and service oriented architecture.

**Middleware**
For the best interoperability in running business under the best of breeds architectures, simplify the integration of application by choices of our IBM middleware which DCS will suggest one that suits to your organization.
- **IBM Rational**
- **IBM Trivoli**
- **IBM WebSphere**

BACK UP & RECOVERY SOFTWARE

- **HP Data Protector**
- **IBM Tivoli**
- **Symantec Backup Exec**
- **Symantec NetBackup**

BORDERLESS NETWORK

- **Cisco** network management portfolio offers a broad range of technologies to fulfill variety of needs.

DATA CENTER AUTOMATION

- **BMC**: A comprehensive approach that helps organizations eliminate manual, isolated tasks for their distributed and mainframe enterprise data centers

EMAIL

- **IBM Lotus Domino**: A proven platform for hosting social business applications at a low total cost of ownership
- **Microsoft Exchange**: Providing business-class email, calendar and contacts on your PC, phone and web browser. Our Microsoft certified professionals have over years of experience in implementing Microsoft Exchange for the leading local and multinational enterprises.

HIGH AVAILABILITY SOFTWARE

- **HP Serviceguard**
- **HACMP**
- **IBM Power HA**
- **MIMIX**
- **Symantec Storage Foundation HA**
- **Symantec Storage Foundation HA/DR**
**INFRASTRUCTURES MANAGEMENT**

- **BMC Infrastructures Management**: Shift from reactive mode to proactive mode. Optimize application performance by learning and base lining application behavior, predicting problems before they occur, pinpointing root cause, and initiating standardized triage and resolution.

**IT SERVICE MANAGEMENT**

- **BMC IT Service Management**: The No. 1 choice for ITIL-aligned service management processes. BMC delivers the industry’s most complete ITIL solution, including the first service support suite accredited for both ITIL v2 & v3 and the first ITIL compliant certification from the UK Office of Government Commerce (OGC) and the APM Group.

**MAINFRAME SOLUTIONS**

- **BMC Mainframe Solution**: It helps reduce mainframe computing cost. Your investment in zSeries technology is critical to your organization. Our mainframe offerings monitor, optimize and automate critical systems and subsystems such as networks, storage, CICS, DB2, IMS, zLinux, WebSphere MQ, and z/OS.

**PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS**

- **Microsoft Office Professional**

**SECURE REMOTE SUPPORT**

- **Bomgar**: Enabling you to formulate a strategy for the use of remote control across your organization by unifying remote support. Support organizations worldwide have streamlined support and eliminated overlapping maintenance by replacing a patchwork of multiple tools with one solution.

**SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE**

- **Content Gateway Security**: The solution provides security for gateway to protect threats from email as spam mail, virus and web as URL filtering, caching, and malware.

  - **Websense Email Security**
  - **Websense Web Security**

- **Data Loss Prevention**: Data Loss Prevention enables organizations to discover and classify their sensitive data, educate end users and ensure that data is handled appropriately and report on risk reduction and progress towards policy objectives.

  - **Symantec DLP**
  - **TrendMicro DLP**
  - **RSA DLP**
  - **Websense DLP**

- **Endpoint Security**: Endpoint security is a solution that provides security for an end point including antivirus, anti malware, personal firewall, device control, host base intrusion prevention and highest security protection by hard disk encryption and media encryption.

  - **CheckPoint**
  - **Kaspersky**
  - **Symantec Endpoint Protection**
  - **TrendMicro**

- **Firewall**: A device or set of devices designed to permit or deny network transmission based upon a set of rules is frequently used to protect network from unauthorized access while permitting legitimate communications to pass.

  - **CheckPoint**
  - **StoneGate**
SOFTWARE

SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE

- **Microsoft Active Directory**: Providing the means to manage the identities and relationships that make up your organization’s network. Integrated with Windows Server 2008 R2, Active Directory gives you out-of-the-box functionality needed to centrally configure and administer system, user, and application settings.

- **RSA Authentication**: Preventing unauthorized users from accessing company, proprietary, and/or sensitive information.

- **Network Admission Control**: NAC is a solution to define and implement a policy by controlling access to a network with policies, including pre-admission endpoint security policy checks and post-admission controls over where users and devices can go on a network and what they can do.
  - **InfoExpress**
  - **Symantec**

- **Password & Authentication**: Enables a documented, repeatable process for security threat response and IT policy compliance via integrated log management and incident response solutions.
  - **Symantec SSIM**

- **Virtualization Security**: Provides security on Virtualization Environment to protect Virtual Host from attacker, worm, virus, and malware by functions e.g., firewall, intrusion prevention, anti-malware, integrity monitoring and log inspection.
  - **CheckPoint**
  - **TrendMicro**

VIRTUALIZATION

- **Microsoft Hyper V**: An integral part of Windows Server provides a foundational virtualization platform that enables you to transition to the cloud. With Windows Server 2008 R2 you get a compelling solution for core virtualization scenarios – production server consolidation, dynamic data center, business continuity, VDI and test & development.

- **VMWare**: Simplify your IT infrastructure as you create a more dynamic and flexible data center with VMware’s proven server and data center virtualization solutions built on VMware vSphere, the industry’s leading virtualization platform. Ensure continued IT innovation while meeting enterprise application SLAs and increase time-to-market for application provisioning and upgrades. VMware virtualization helps you reduce capital expenses through server consolidation and improve operating expenses through automation, while minimizing lost revenue by reducing both planned and unplanned downtime.

WORKLOAD AUTOMATION

- **BMC Control-M** provides a single solution to workload automation, enabling you to cost effectively integrate and manage all of your disparate and dispersed critical business processes from a single point of view.

DATABASE & OPERATING SYSTEM

- **Database**: IBM DB/2
- **Microsoft SQL**
- **Oracle**

- **Operating System**: Red Hat Enterprise Linux: An enterprise platform well-suited for a broad range of applications across the IT infrastructure, greater flexibility, efficiency, and control

- **SUSE Linux Enterprise**: A premier Linux operating system for enterprises

- **Microsoft Windows**: Making the process easier
DISASTER RECOVERY & BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Data Center Facilities
DCS provides an energy-saving data center or “Green Data Center” for business organizations together with 24-hour service by highly-trained professionals. Our service is guaranteed by ISO 20000, the first international standard for IT service management, and ISO 27001, the standard for information security management systems.

Business Continuity
Besides our Green Data Center, DCS also provides Office Continuity Service in case of emergency that customers cannot work at their office. Our service includes fully-furnished office equipped with computers, network and office supplies to help our customers resume business operations. We provide a dedicated office, room or seat upon requirement.

IT OUTSOURCING SERVICES

IT Managed Service
Manage your IT environment more efficiently and cost-effectively with a comprehensive, configurable suite of services delivered on your premises or from DCS data center.

Service Desk Support
Our ISO 20000 and 27001 certified Service Desk Support provides professional services including:
- Call Center Service
- Remote Support Service
- On-site Support Service

Additional Outsourcing Services
In addition, DCS also provide our additional one-time services for organizations who need to emphasize and maximize the value of IT services to best support the organization and align with the business policy.

SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE

Since DCS Data Center is fully equipped with quality IT infrastructure under the energy-saving technology and is certified to besides, ISO 20000 (IT Service Management) and ISO 27001 (Information Security Management), we are ready to be a cloud computing service provider in Thailand. Today DCS provides Cloud Applications or Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) from our own data center.

Human Capital Management (D-Work)
Achieving the highest data security of ISO 20000 and 27001 and supporting 24x7 service, D-Work is a new cloud service system of Datapro Computer System Company. Definitely this is a new channel to provide payroll & HR admin system linking with the leading banks and the ease of use and access will help each customer run business more effectively.
Digital content is the important tool in today's business. DCS has more effective digital content solutions to support our clients connecting their target audiences with the collaborated communications over broadband technology. Our outstanding areas are “Internet Streaming Solution” and “Digital Signage Solution”

- **Live Broadcast Streaming**: To broadcast specific event to viewers via internet live and automatic archive for on-demand memories
- **i-Training**: One page view of Video and presentation slides broadcast over the internet for live and on-demand purpose
- **Content Delivery**: Video Content Archiving for On-demand purpose, Service includes Template design and menu for ease of use
- **Internet TV Station**: TV Channel broadcast 24 hours via internet with video quality automatic adjust to audience's bandwidth
- **i-Broadcaster**: Application for virtual studio and broadcasting thru internet, producer able to arrange their own program profile and distribute to audiences by drag/drop/click
- **i-Classroom**: Online studying for live & repeat lecture class anywhere, anytime
- **i-Reporter**: Manage your Live & on-demand video streaming easily by plug-in Presentation Notebook, switch on microphone and camera Then click “Live” to communicate with your audiences
- **Infotainment Channel**: In-room digital channel and Public area digital signage for hospitality service
- **Communication Channel**: Internal Communication Channel show the effective and fascinated corporate displays in working area
- **Touch Screen**: One Stop Service for Kiosk and Touch Screen Implementation, just only plug and play
- **Digital Advertising**: Full function of Digital Signage Advertising Content Delivery & broadcast to impact audiences everywhere and everyplace

**EQUIPMENT RENTAL SERVICES**

DCS provides an option for enterprises to rent high-quality IT products including: server and storage, PC or notebook, printer, tape, network and security equipment

DCS provides one-time and lon-term service contract for enterprises to rent high-quality multimedia products. Both options are provided with high quality services by DCS professionals.
DCS provides customers with high-quality services and experience in developing many different types of software, both J2EE and .NET platform.

DCS has extensive professional Oracle DBA team that you can trust to get world-class support and services.

DCS positions itself as a service company. Consulting role is an important part of our professional services. In order to enable enterprises to deploy their IT successfully, DCS not only offers our best products to enterprises but also offers our consulting services to make sure that all IT investment can maximize its value. Besides, DCS provides the following services to cover the IT management:

- ITIL Consulting & BMC Software Professional Services
- Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity Plan
- Penetration Testing
- Security Assessment
- Network Infrastructure
- IT Security Policy Development

A recognized service of DCS is implementation service. DCS always promises not only to deliver our quality products to customers but also to enable them at the highest performance. DCS has almost 250 well-trained professionals to deliver the implementation services to all products we represent.

DCS has extensive professional Oracle DBA team that you can trust to get world-class support and services.

- Wireless Network Services
  - Investigating and assuring signal quality within the coverage area
  - Finding the noise signal or rogue signal within the coverage area and identify sources of noise to avoid or prevent that noise
  - Providing possible recommendation and suggestion to improve total efficiency of wireless system
- Security Network Services
  - Providing periodic summarize report for customer
  - Providing possible recommendation for customer to improve
  - Improving rules and signatures to match customers

DCS is always the solution enabler for our customers. Training service is also one of our key professional services provided for users to best operate the solution and run business. Trainings at DCS are conducted by our own professional solution specialists.
More information, please visit here
www.datapro.co.th